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President’s Report 
This season we set out to provide opportunities for players and families to enjoy the game of cricket and participate in activities to 
promote and foster involvement in a friendly and enjoyable environment. The Committee continued to try some new ideas learning and 
improving using the experience of past seasons while also maintaining the focus of developing the club through the juniors, our 
successful In2cricket program and giving something back to the volunteers who give so much of their time to ensure we can get teams 
on the field. 

We fielded 17 juniors including 2 JV with Caringbah Sports and 10 seniors with 8 sides competing in finals, winning 4 premierships the 
16B and 14C in the juniors and the A1 and B4 seniors. We again had four U/8 sides, of which two would have made finals if they were 
played in that age bracket, with one of those teams only losing 1 match .The club contributed 19 juniors in Sutherland representative 
teams with 6 in shield squads,11 in presidents and 2 in the development squad.  

In addition to the regular events, this season we also arranged a Club evening at the T20 Big Bash local derby between Sydney Sixers 
and Thunder at the SCG. The evening was attended by 200 members who all had an enjoyable evening, albeit the match didn’t go the 
full distance. Thanks to James Murray Prior, Greg Zuber, Oscar Araujo, Grant Allen, Matt O’Brien, Kara Robb and all the other helpers 
who assisted with making it a successful event. The club also held a dinner at Gymea Tradies to thank the coaches, managers and 
senior team captains for the time and effort they put in throughout the season. We also managed to secure a dedicated Cricket NSW 
Coaching course run at the Oval and attended by quite a few club coaches together with a couple of junior players who, we hope, will 
coach club teams in years to come. 

We continued to make progress on proposal to redevelop and improve training facilities at the oval with negotiations underway with eth 
Council to see the development proceed as soon as possible. 

I would like to thank all of our sponsors for the financial support that they have provided to our club. Their generous support allows this 
club to underwrite its running costs and allows us to provide the facilities and equipment necessary to allow our members enjoy playing 
their sport. 

As mentioned a club does not run itself, with a lot of effort going into getting teams on the field, running them throughout the season and 
dealing with any issues that may arise. So I would like to thank everyone who contributed to the Club this season, whether it was 
volunteering their time to coach, manage or captain teams, help out with fundraising activities and events, getting players to matches, or 
playing in a team. 

There are a number of members who I would like to recognise and personally thank for all their work and assistance throughout the 
season: John Robb and Oscar Araujo as the Cub  Executive; Kathy Staples, who has tirelessly managed and co-ordinated the juniors 
including organising the team coaches and managers and helping out with in2cricket registrations; our “BBQ boys” Greg Zuber and 
Grant Allen for their ongoing work running Club BBQs and supporting fund raising efforts; Wayne Orrell, who continues to co-ordinate 
and run In2cricket program; James Murray-Prior and Matt Berkley  who took on the thankless task of sponsorship and promoting the 
club with amazing results, Tony Neale and Andrea Handley provide valuable contributions and continue to work in various roles within 
the Club.  
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The coming season will see changes in the committee as the Club continues to grow and improve the Club. We are only as strong as 
our members, and as such I encourage everyone to get involved with the club, and take an active role if possible. Your views and ideas 
help the Club move forward and improve. 

 
 
Kevin McGrath, 
President 2016/17 
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Junior Co-ordinator Report 
 

It has been a pleasure to co-ordinate the activities of the Junior teams of Gymea Bay Cricket Club this season. The Club fielded a total of 
17 teams, including two as joint ventures with Caringbah Sports Cricket Club. 

Congratulations to the 16B & 14C teams on their Premierships this season, and to the 14A & 12B teams on making it to the finals – a 
fantastic achievement by all those involved!! 

From the beginning of the season at registration (thanks to Simone Catto, Narelle Chaplin & Andrea Handley), to team trials and 
selections (thank you to all coaches and managers), to game day (umpiring, scoring, setting up the field, providing after-game treats, 
encouraging the teams), all the support by parents, siblings, other family members and friends enabled each and every child to have an 
enjoyable season. All support, no matter how big or small, has been appreciated. 

The success of Milo In2Cricket, pub raffles and the Bunnings BBQ could not have been possible without the time given by many 
individuals to organise and participate. It’s obvious that the strength of Gymea Bay Cricket Club lies in its’ members – and it has been 
great to see both familiar and new faces working side-by-side for a common cause. 

The Sixers Club Event was a great night out with many of the junior members experiencing an entertaining evening, with 200 GBCC 
family and friends making the trek to the SCG. What better way for the kids to experience the cricket than with their Dads, Mums, friends 
and fellow team members!! 

Lastly, a huge thank you to Kevin McGrath, GBCC President, whose vision and commitment to make Gymea Bay Cricket Club a 
welcoming and friendly Club, has improved the overall morale of all its members. 

 

Kathy Staples 
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In2Cricket Report 

Another fantastic season was had by all. Although the rain and once the heat meant some of the sessions were cancelled, all of the kids 
had a fun and exciting time for the Friday’s when we were on. 

Gymea Bay Cricket Club continues to run a highly successful In2Cricket program, with positive feedback every year, due to the fantastic 
help we get from the Junior club and our volunteer helpers. I received wonderful comments and thank you’s from the parents of the kids 
who complimented the dedication and commitment of everyone involved. So a big pat on the back to everyone involved who make the 
program such a success. But special mention to Cathy Staples, Brett and Andrea Handley, Grant Allen, Greg Zuber and the Club 
Committee. 

Thanks also to Matt Staples for taking the kids to the SCG for the on ground entertainment during the Sydney Test. 

And a kind of thank you to the club for lifting myself out of anonymity during the Big Bash coverage…….. I have had many nicknames 
but I get the feeling Mr Pink will probably stick!! 

I hope to see everyone back next year, where we will, I am sure, have another fantastic year. 

Regards, 

 

Wayne Orrell 
In2Cricket Co-Ordinator 2016/17 
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Perpetual Awards – Junior 
Alan Craston Trophy 
Cricketer of the Year 

 

1985/86 Jeffrey Crean 16D 
1986/87 Damian Johnson 14B 
1987/88 Brett Kirby 16A 
1988/89 Brett Davison 16A 
1889/90 Darren Maclennan 16B 
1990/91 Matthew Wood 16A 
1991/92 Jason Holley 16A 
1992/93 Callum Hockey 16A 
1993/94 Murray Heslehurst 14A 
1994/95 Murray Heslehurst 16A 
1995/96 Murray Heslehurst 16A 
1996/97 Jon McInnes 16A 
1997/98 Jon McInnes 16A 
1998/99 Steven Price 16B 
1999/00 Ben Parkin 16C 
2000/01 Mischa Iyaloo 16A 
2001/02 Mischa Iyaloo 16B 
2002/03 Nick Chalmers 16C 
2003/04 William Del Din 14B 
2004/05 Patrick Dibley 14A 
2005/06 William Del Din 16B 
2006/07 William Del Din 16A 
2007/08 Martin Henry 16A 
2008/09 Cameron Foskett 16B 
2009/10 Nathan Hewitt 16C 
2010/11 Benn Hallman 16B 
2011/12 Stephen Curtis 16A 
2012/13 Ian McLaughlin 16D 

 

2013/14 James Hoy 16A 
2014/15 Ben Lamb 16A 
2015/16 Jake Bennie 16B 
2016/17 Matt Staples 

Dylan Russo 
16B 
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The Ostrou Holdings 
Junior Clubman Award 

The Grant “Freddie” Frearson Award 
Junior Clubman of the Year 
 

1983/84 M Phillipson 14A 
1984/85 C Gowing 16A 
1985/86 K Elliott 12A 
1986/87 G Sinclair 12C 
1987/88 B Beattie 12C 
1988/89 C Collins  
1989/90 P Reid  
1990/91 Glen Hawley  
1991/92 J Hacker 12C 
1992/93 A McCormack 12B 
1993/94 D de Traulemberg  
1994/95 N Travcevski 12A 
1995/96  Alan Moar 12A 
1996/97 Alex Kufner 12A 
1997/98 Chris Strandborough  
1998/99  Simon French 12B 
1999/00 Marc Hobman 12C 
2000/01 Tim Blight 12E 
 

Discontinued after 2000/01 season and replaced with 
Grant Frearson Junior Clubman Award 

 
 

2001/02 Patrick Fleming  
2002/03 Riley Spring  
2003/04 Michael Taplin  
2004/05 Nigel Garton  
2005/06 James Corbett  
2006/07 Benn Hallman  
2007/08 D’Arcy Handley  
2008/09 D’Arcy Handley  
2009/10 Tom Zuber  
2010/11 Christian Bennett  
2011/12 Hayden Neale  
2012/13 Josh Wiseman  
2013/14 Ben Stokes  
2014/15 Jordan Hayes  
2015/16   
2016/17 Thomas Stephens  
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The Andy Grearly Shield 
 

 

1960/61 Bruce Boxsell 12B 
1961/62 Robert McKean 12B 
1962/63 Robert McKean 14B 
1963/64 A Cosgrove 14C 
1964/65 Doug Graddon 12A 
1965/66 Robert McKean 16B 
1966/67 Snow Davies 12A 
 David Whale 12D 
1967/67 Bert Pettit-Young 10A 
1968/69 Bruce Boxsell 12B 
1969/70 Bruce Boxsell 14B 
1970/71 Grant Le Hurray 12C 
1971/72 Graham Johnson 12D 
1972/73 Noel Fouracre 14B 
1973/74 Noel Fouracre 16A 
 Noel Allen 14D 
 Fred Seaton 12C 
1974/75 Vernon Sparks 12C 
1975/76 Tom Froggatt 12E 
1976/77 Jack Grigg 14D 
1977/78 Geoff Berry 12B 
1978/79 Jack Grigg 10C 
1979/80   
1980/81 Tom Froggatt 16B 
 Richie James 10C 
1981/82 Jack Grigg 12B 
 Alan Craston 12D 
1982/83 Jack Grigg 14B 
1983/84 Alan Craston 14C 

 

1984/85   
1985/86 Kevin Jeffree 10C 
1986/87 Mike Johnson 14B 
 Ron Davison 14A 
1987/88 Kevin McGrath 12E 
 Kevin Jeffree 12B 
1988/89 Steve Dolheguy 16A 
 Malcolm Dowse 14C 
1991/92 Geoff Blakeley 16A 
 Kevin Holley 16A 
1992/93   
1993/94 John Owen 14C 
1994/95 David Pearson 16B 
 Dean Parker 10B 
1995/96 Alan Craston 14A 
1996/97 Mike Bryant 12E 
 Greg Atkin 12E 
1997/98 Graeme Thornley 14B 
 Brett Morris 14B 
1998/99 Tony Neale 12B 
1999/00 Tony Neale 14B 
2000/01 Danny Orrell 16D 
2001/02 Joe Treacy  
2002/03 Tony Neale 16C 
2003/04 Dean Parker 14D 
 Peter Gardiner 14D 
2004/05 Luke McPhee 10B 
2005/06 Noel Taplin 14D 
2006/07 Jamie Power 14C 
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2007/08 Greg Zuber 12C 
 Steve Dolheguy 10E 
2008/09 George Kaly 10E 
2009/10 Ryan Soady 8A2 
 Martin Cansell 10E 
 Anthony Neale 12B 
 George Kaly 12E 
2010/11 Billy Fogden 16B 
 Greg Zuber 16B 
 Josh Allen 12F 
 Sam McCarty 12F 
 Jeremy Moors 10A 
2011/12 Greg Dowden 14C 
2012/13 Paul Heaney  10E(1) 
2013/14 Steve Papadopoulos  10E 
2014/15 Gerry Wiseman 14A 
2015/16 Matt Zuber 16B JV 
2016/17 Andrew Lloyd 

Darrell Mann 
14C 
16B 
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The Edward H. Robinson Award 
(Previously known as the Ken Whatley Award) 

 

1991/92 Lindsay Condon 12C 
1992/93 David Pearson 14A 
1993/94 Kevin Richards 14D 
1994/95 Terry White 12D 
1995/96 Tony Neale 16B 
1996/97 Terry White 12A 
1997/98 Barry Moyle & Brendan 

Honey 
16D 

1998/99 Jeff Nichols 14E 
1999/00 Joe Tracey 12C 
2000/01 Gay McKay 12E 
2001/02 Andrew Shepherd  
2002/03 Mitchell Ottaway & 

Geoff Phillipson 
12A 

2003/04 Phil McAuliffe  
2004/05 Andrew Shepherd 12D 
2005/06 Jordan Robinson 14C & 

16B 
2006/07 Clint Fennamore 16C 
2007/08 Jordan Tsekouras 16C 
2008/09 Jamie Power 16C 
2009/10 Peter Gardiner 14D 
 Billy Fogden& Nathan 

Mapstone 
14D 

 Grant Allen 16C 
2010/11 Gavin Moar 8A 
2011/12  Darryl Mann 12E 
2012/13 Ross Brown 14B 
2013/14 Matt Zuber 14C 
2014/15 Susan Shaw 10E 

 

2015/16 Michael Bartels  
2016/17 Darren Stephens  
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Presidents Encouragement Award 
 

 

2015/16 Dean Elliott 8 Black 
2016/17 Jack Bowen  
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Perpetual Awards – Senior 

The Bruce Boxsell Memorial Shield 

 

 

1974/75 Lance Handley A1 
1975/76 Geoff Calderwood A1 
1976/77 Mark Magrath B4 
1977/78 Greg Mansfield B3 
1978/79 Barry Kelly B5 
1979/80 Greg Mansfield A3 
1980/81 Jack Grigg B5 
1981/82 Gary Lockwood B5 
1982/83 Jim Lee B7 
1983/84 TinkuKooner B6 
1984/85 Wayne Walters A3 
1985/86 Jim Lee A3 
1986/87 Brian Willet C2 
1987/88 Mitchell Ottaway B3 
1988/89 Steven Dolheguy C1 
1989/90 Grant Frearson B1 
1990/91 Steve Wood C2 
1991/92 Richard Gifford B1 
1992/93 Andrew Wood B7 
1993/94 Andrew Wood B4 
1994/95 David Pearson B4 
1995/96 Brett Kirby A1/2 
1996/97 Ben Connell A1/2 
1997/98 Ben Connell A1/2 
1998/99 Brett Kirby A1/1 
1999/00 Brad King A3 
2000/01 Guy Stewart A3 
2001/02 Adam Lloyd A1 

 

2002/03 Blake Kennedy A3 
2003/04 Blake Kennedy A3 
2004/05 Paul Hughes A1/2 
2005/06 Dean Parker A1 
2006/07 Jordan Robinson B6 
2007/08 Joel Leffler B5 
2008/09 Joel Leffler B4 
2009/10  Joel Leffler B2 
2010/11 Patrick Dibley B1 
2011/12 Patrick Dibley B1 
2012/13 Michael Risk B3 
2013/14 Adam Graham B4 
2014/15 Pat Dibley A1 
2015/16 James Kolovos  A2/1 
2016/17 William Del Din A/1 
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Jack Grigg Memorial Trophy 
2000/01 Darren Smith A1/1 
2001/02 Craig Fisk B3 
2002/03 Steven Wirth B8 
2003/04 David Burton B4/1 
2004/05 Matthew Malone B8 
2005/06 Todd Allison B6 
2006/07 Kevin McGrath B5 
2007/08 Kevin McGrath B5 
2008/09 Joel Leffler B4 
2009/10 Matthew Goldston C2 
2010/11  Steve Wirth B6 
2011/12 Michael Rizk B7 
2012/13 Michael Rizk B3 
2013/14 Joel Leffler A2 
2014/15 Mattew Goldston B3 
2015/16 Joel Leffler 

Matt Berkley 
B3/1 
B3/1 

2016/17 Michael Rizk  B4 
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Alan Craston Shield 
1995/96 Andrew Wood B2 
1996/97 Michael Wytcherley C3 
1997/98 Michael Wytcherley B7 
1998/99 Todd Stringer B5 
1999/00 Josh Pilkington B7 
2000/01 Todd Stringer B2 
2001/02 Chad Walsham B7 
2002/03 Josh Trevillion B3 
2003/04 Ryan Toombs B6 
2004/05 Mark Chaplin B4 
2005/06 Todd Allison B6 
2006/07 Not awarded  
2007/08 Not awarded  
2008/09 Not Awarded  
2009/10 Matthew Goldston C2 
2010/11  Matthew Goldston B7 
2011/12 Todd Allison B7 
2012/13 Christopher Curtis B5 
2013/14 Matthew Goldston B7 
2014/15 Dave Mason B5 
2015/16 James Hoy C1 
2016/17 Matthew Berkley B4 
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Lance and June Handley Shield 
Best Wicketkeeper 

1993/94 David Hawkins 21 Catches B6 
1994/95 David Hawkins 26 Catches B4 
1995/96 Scott Clark 14 Catches / 2 Stumpings A1/1 
1996/97 Scott Clark 26 Catches A1/1 
1997/98 James Bowmaker 18 Catches A1/2 
1998/99 James Bowmaker 19 Catches A1/2 
1999/00 James Bowmaker 18 Catches A1/2 
2000/01 Joe Treacy 14 Catches B4/1 
2001/02 Chad Walsham     24 Catches 1 Stumping B7 
2002/03 Josh Trevillion 18 Catches 1 Stumping B3 
2003/04 Josh Trevillion 14 Catches 1 Stumping  
2004/05 Mitchell Seeto 18 Catches 4 Stumpings B1 
2005/06 John Halstead     25 Catches B5 
2006/07 Marc Hobman  B5 
2007/08 James White     9 Catches 5 Stumpings C1 
2008/09 Marc Hobman  9 Catches 1 Stumping B4 
2009/10  Clint Ganderton 13 Catches 2 Stumpings B2 
2010/11  Clint Ganderton 22 Catches 3 Stumpings B2 
2011/12 Marc Hobman 2 Catches 7 Stumpings B7 
2012/13 Marc Hobman 7catches  3 stumpings B3 
2013/14 Jack Falzon 7catches  3 stumpings B3 
2014/15 Dave Mason 7 Catches 1 stumping B5 
2015/16 James Scott  B7 
2016/17 Craig Rogers 15 Catches B5 
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Graeme Thornley 
Senior Club Person Award 

 
2012/13 Greg Zuber 
2014/15 Grant Allen 
2015/16 Wayne Orrell 
2016/17 Kathy Staples 

Matthew Berkley 
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Junior Team Reports 
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8 Blue 
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8 White 
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Coach : John Frazer 
Manager : Narelle Chaplin 
 
We have had a very good season with the 8 White team, with most of the boys playing their second season it was great to see the 
improvement in technique, continued enthusiasm for the game and the help the 2nd year player gave the boys starting out. 

We came up against a number of teams from last year and performed very well notching up seven wins, two narrow defeats (each by 2 
runs) and one washed out draw. I have been very impressed by the sportsmanship showed by all on our team this year as many of the 
teams in our draw had less than 8 in the field and our boys were lining up to help out and get a little extra fielding. 

The batting awards this year were dominated by Isaak Mecham, which was quite an achievement given that he did not join the team until 
round 3.  The bowling awards were split between Cameron Frazer & Jake Gallard. The fielding award could have gone to any number of 
players but the stats reported Finn Crowe as the best in the field. 

The coach’s award has been given to our most improved player Rhys Phillips. Rhys has also proven himself a great sportsman often 
being the first volunteer to help the other team if there were short of players and did a great job batting with the first year players, making 
sure the strike rotated and everyone made some runs! 

I also need to pass on my thanks to Narelle for doing a great job as the teams manager and also to all the parents who took time out to 
score, assist with coaching & generally support the team. It has been a pleasure coaching these boys and I hope to see them all playing 
again next year. 

 

John Frazer 
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8 Black 
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Coach : Matt O’Brien 
Manager : Sue Furlong 
 
For just two players it was their second season of cricket but for all the others it was their debut season and everyone should be 
congratulated on their fantastic performances and improvements. 

The boys played as a team and supported each other throughout the matches. Our incredibly improved team members were: 

 Max Callanan 
 Oliver D’Aprile 
 Bryce Ereckson 
 Jack Furlong 
 Lachlan Head 
 Fynn Lavender 
 Angus O’Brien 
 Rory O’Brien 
 Ethan Ottaway 
 Dean Teixeira-Araujo  

Thank you to the fantastic supporters of the team – parents, siblings, grandparents and friends. It was wonderful to have great scorers, 
helpers at training and the game, and of course the generous after-game treats, which the kids loved!! Thank you to all the parents for 
getting your boys to training and games each week – the attendance rate was exceptional. 

By the end of the season, it was obvious that the whole team had improved immensely. Everyone could bowl mostly on the pitch with a 
straight arm, block or hit balls, run between wickets and throw from the field to the stumps. There were regular comments from the 
opposition coach amazed at how many times the throws hit the stumps from all angles. 

Every player had his moment in the spotlight, from fantastic catches, improved bowling, unbelievably accurate throwing and extravagant 
batting. Hopefully all of the boys will return next season stronger than ever. 

Sue our Manager was fantastic this season in organising a roster of committed parents to help score and provide after game treats!  The 
arduous task of entering the scores each week seemed to be shared between Sue and husband Steve to decipher the sometimes 
creative scoring. Thank you!  Thanks also for organising the weekly awards for either a moment of brilliance or for a hilarious incident – 
and didn’t we have some! 
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Cricket is measured heavily by statistics, however, I recall only looking at the scorebook on a few occasions this season. I was so 
impressed by the improvements in all the boys over the season; of their skills, knowledge of the game, etiquette, sportsmanship and self-
confidence that the score just simply didn’t matter. It was a real pleasure to coach these boys. For the record, we won every game except 
for one. 

Matt O’Brien - Coach 
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8 White 2 
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Coach : Mark Ronay-Sundin 
Manager : Renee Jomaa 
 
What a terrific season was had by the fine young lads of the Under 8 White team! 

They developed very quickly into a fierce little fielding team of some repute. They were experts in backing up, throwing hard at the wickets 
& calling ‘bowler’ or ‘keeper’ within the first couple of games, and progressed to running quick singles, loud calls of ‘yes’ and ‘no’, and 
launching anything off line from the bowlers far into the outfield. 

The ground rules were set very early, any player putting his foot down to stop the ball had to stand in front of his team mates & sing ‘Let it 
Go’ from the musical Frozen, which put an end to this instinctive yet dangerous habit. We encouraged one another incessantly, and I 
genuinely think that by season’s end the kids were loving every minute of their time together at training & on a Saturday morning. 

Highlights included Max taking three wickets in an over, Brock putting one into the stratosphere and oh so nearly hitting a maximum, Joel 
hitting the stumps twice in two balls to effect brilliant runouts, Marley flicking a Larry Gomes half volley through the square leg field, 
Charlie bowling hooping left arm inswingers, Oliver combining with brother Charlie for a match winning partnership, Noah looking like Josh 
Hazelwood and getting better & better with each game, Jack playing some of the cleanest forward defensives since Chris Rogers retired, 
Abraham finally connecting with a short one & blasting a scorcher to the mid-wicket fence, and Benji bowling as good a shaped set of 
legspin as I’ve seen from a one fella his age (seriously….) 

The parents of the players were a model bunch, on time (!), supportive and helpful to myself & Renee our omnipotent manager, so a big 
thanks to all of them for being such a good bunch. 

Well done to all the young lads this season, you played like gentlemen & did yourselves proud. 

 
Mark Ronay-Sundin 
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Coach : Ian Gatherer 
Manager : Karen Gatherer 
 
Mateship, fun and talent are the words that come to mind when reflecting upon this season. 
Jai, Will O, Will R, Will T, Lachlan, Louis, Clayton, Alex, Liam, Jake and Finn all put in great efforts to achieve some outstanding individual 
and team milestones this year.  
Each week the team trained and practiced very hard, we had a lot of fun along the way whilst at the same time learning new skills.In every 
game, a different player or two would stand up and make an invaluable contribution to a win, whether it was a vital wicket, not getting out 
during their batting partnership, or a great save in the field 
The player’s efforts, enthusiasm and sportsmanship were displayed repeatedly during the season and much to the delight of the team. 
Such were the players efforts that in the previous season the 10A’s never won a game but this year the boys just missed out on the Grand 
Final due to the last day wash out. 
A big thank you to all the parents for their general help during the season, whether it be to help a player get their pads on, to help set up 
the field, do the scoring, or bring along the oranges and after game treats. The season would not have been so enjoyable without your 
help plus a very special thankyou to our wonderful manager Karen for all her help in co-ordinating things during the season 
Lastly, to all the players, Ben and I had an absolute ball coaching the team this year; it was always great to see eleven happy smiling 
faces taking the field each week. The boys were a pleasure to coach, their enthusiasm for all facets of the game was infectious, and we 
sincerely hope to see you all go around next year…. 
 
 Ben & Ian. 
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Coach : Ryan Libbis 
Manager : Luke Hill 
 
It was a really fun and exciting year for the team. I was so proud of the improvements the boys made both individually and as a team. In 
particular our fielding and bowling improved out of sight, which contributed to an outstanding amount of run – outs totalling 25 for the 
season which was the most of any junior team within the club. It was great to see the hard work the boys were putting into training pay off 
on the weekends. 

The team consisted of the following players; Christian Di Noia, Dean Elliot, Jay Herron, Finn Hill, Alex Hyde, Addi Lennon, Jack Libbis, 
Ollie Longman, Lachlan Mohapp, Darcy Padroth and Max Powles. All the boys got along well together as a team and provided each other 
with encouragement throughout the season.  

I would like to thank our team manager Luke Hill for his help throughout the year and also the parents who helped. 

Ryan Libbis 
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Coach : Chris Smyth 
Manager : Jillian Mahoney & Catherine Krause 
 
This season was a fun learning curve for everyone, including myself as a coach for the first time in Australia, as I had only assisted with 
junior cricket in England for my club side and the management of Catherine & Jillian who were fresh to cricket. Coupled with only three of 
the players had really played cricket we were presented the challenge of U10 cricket side to train and manage.  Thankfully behind every 
great male coach are even better female managers which made the task insanely easy. 
The boys at the beginning (and throughout the season) were enthusiastic learners and attended our midweek training sessions with 
boundless energy. 

As the weeks went on we showed small improvements with runs wickets and fielding. The boys were proving hard to get out, bowling 
tighter lines and catching was almost a given!  We saw boys that had never played before pulling off great cricket shots, bowling with 
lovely techniques and diving for unbelievable catches.  Every game was an improvement.   The hard work the boys were putting in was 
paying off, inasmuch that we won the last four games of the season on the bounce. We really didn't want the season to end as just a few 
more games we would have undoubtedly challenged for the top of the comp. 

Every single player showed energy, improvement, and we all shared the learning curve of the season ie players, managers, scorers, 
helpers, parents watching.  Everyone had a part to play and we were all the better for it. Everyone was positive and helpful and the boys 
reflected that on the field. 

It was a delight in coaching them and I think we've unearthed a few hidden gems, that, if they continue training hard, could go on to great 
things. 

Chris Smyth 
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Coach : Darren Stephens & Morgan Shoebridge 
Manager : Linda Stephens 

Well the season started with a lot of optimism and it wasn’t misplaced!  We lost our first game falling 1 run short, 9 all out and a couple of 
overs to go (with only 10kids batting due to an injury).  From that day we knew our boys had real fighting spirit but even more we knew 
they were good sports and would learn a lot from that game. 

The season had a lot of highlights with many of the boys making half centuries and a few pushing into the 60s and 70s and finishing not 
out.  Lachie Staples was a foundation stone that we could build many an innings around and the flair so often showed by Thomas O’Brien 
was well supported by all the boys without exception. Jack C always put the opposition bowlers under pressure and Lachie Shoebridge 
could really dig in when we needed to sure up an innings.  Jensen and Phillip partnered up a few times to bring us home in important 
games while Thomas and Tashi could score quickly with some power play when we needed to put the foot down.  Kai Baxter always 
delighted with his range of shots and deft touch.  Jake never left you wondering with the bat as he only knows two speeds, fast and flat 
out faster!  Luke showed more than a few times he could hold up an end and once his confidence grew in an innings he could score 
freely. 

Our batting was strong but for me it was our bowling attack that put opposition teams under most pressure. Our boys delivered relentless 
consistency that had even the best teams struggling to score. We could be confident that once given the ball every one of the boys gave 
us real strike power.  The two Lachlans and Kai provided us slow bowling options and we often opened the bowling with them to tie down 
and frustrate opening batsmen and put the opposition scoring under immediate pressure.  Our quick bowlers were all sharp led by 
Thomas O and Thomas S. Phillip would swing the ball with great effect and Luke must be one of the unluckiest bowlers not to take bags 
of wickets.  Jack C and Jake really terrorised batsmen with their pace and accuracy and Jensen and Tashi gave them no relief when they 
were called into the attack.  

If our bowling was very good our fielding was at times exceptional. Some of the run outs and catches you would be cheering in men’s 
cricket so to see these boys so focused and throwing themselves into their fielding, literally, told us we were going to be a tough team to 
beat.  On many occasions the crowd was left with mouths open in wonder as a direct hit from half way to the boundary had a batsmen 
walking back to the pavilion shaking their head and wondering what happened! 

We made the final and played Bosco who had been the benchmark team all year.  There was no doubt in our minds that they did not want 
to play us in the final and we really gave them plenty to be worried about.  Some tremendous fielding and very controlled bowling provided 
for a very tight but in the end we fell a few runs short on the day. 
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These boys were an absolute pleasure to coach and they could be relied upon to help out at milo cricket after training on Friday nights to 
put something back into the Cub and show true club spirit.  A great season made all the more enjoyable by the support of all the parents 
and our ever efficient Manager Linda!  Our thanks go to the Club and the hard working Executive and Committee for making the season 
run so smoothly. We thank the Club’s sponsors for all your support.  

 

Darren and Morgan 
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Coach: Craig Scarr  
Manager: Gypsy McNally 

A new team and a new season.  How was it going to pan out?   

We didn’t have to wait long to find out.  From the very first ball the boys all settled in and came together as a team.  I think I was the only 
person to struggle as I tried to remember all the boys and parents names! 

As a coach all I hope to do is provide the boys an opportunity to enjoy playing cricket as well as make mates doing it.  Each boy was given 
equal chances to bat, bowl and keep and seemed to relish the opportunities they were given. It was pleasing to see that without exception 
all the boys improved across every aspect of the game.Maybe this is because they always turned up to training full of energy and 
enthusiasm and this continued come game day.  They really are a great group of boys to coach.   

Every player in the team can and should be proud of their season and they will each have their own personal highlights to remember.  For 
me I can say that I am so very proud of all the boys for the way they played the whole year. It made me extremely happy to be out on the 
field and see and hear the encouragement they all gave each other.  They always brought a smile to my face. 

As it turns out we came so close to making the finals, which is a great achievement, but unfortunately mother nature conspired against us 
and we didn't get a chance to play our last week and finish off our season.   

Thanks to all of the parents for your support and encouragement of the boys each week. It is appreciated and I hope you also enjoyed the 
season as much as the boys did.  Thanks also to our scorers throughout the year.  It is a big commitment to give up your time and score. 

Thanks to Gypsy for all of her efforts in making the team run so smoothly.  As a coach it helps out so much to have someone so easy to 
deal with and to take care of the organizing.  Nothing was ever too much trouble.    Nice one Gyps! 

So boys, enjoy your winter sport and before you know the trials will be here and I hope to see you all again. 

Craig Scarr 
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Coach : Matt Peterson 
Manager : Margi Clarke 
 
This year was my first time coaching and I knew it was going to be challenging as well as rewarding, but with both of my boys in the team 
I couldn’t resist the temptation to coach. 
The majority of the 12E team played their maiden season, in fact 7 out of the registered 12 were first timers. 
 
From our first training session I could see that everyone had a passion for cricket and the  team environment it provided.  All the kids were 
a pleasure to coach and always put their best foot forward in regards to learning new skills, team work and the gamesmanship of cricket. 
My goal this year was to teach them the fundamental skills and above all else, sharing all the duties as best as I could so that everyone 
experienced all positions and aspects of the game. 
Cricket is a game of patience and perseverance and I can honestly say that by our last two games it all began to fall into place and we 
managed to finish the season with a well-played win.  
 
A big thank you must also go out to Margi Clarke for managing the team and scoring every week.Margi’s help allowed me to concentrate 
on coaching the boys and girls without any distractions and for that I’m grateful. 
 
I would also like to thank all the parents for getting their kids there every week to training and the games because without your support we 
wouldn’t have a team. 
 
Blake 
The quiet achiever… Blake has a lot of natural talent and always took on every piece of advice to improve his game. Blake is a good all-
round cricketer and I have no doubt that he will be a very good cricketer in the years to come. Blake was one of those boys I could rely on 
to “get the job done”  
C.J. 
Hercules!  C.J.’s first season and he is a big kid and another great all-rounder.  He has very natural hand-eye coordination and was quite 
handy with the bat and ball.  Always polite and got on well with all the boys. Unfortunately, CJ and his family moved to Dubbo in January 
and couldn’t finish the season with us. 
Will 
This was also Wills first season and there was no denying that this kid was always trying his hardest. At the beginning of the season Will 
found it difficult to master some of the finer techniques of bowling. However his perseverance, determination and willingness to listen was 
rewarded. I remember the game at Kurnell when he took his first wicket and then followed it up with another only a few balls later. The 
smile on his face said it all - I was so proud and happy for him that he was able to convert the hard work. 
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Harley 
This was Harleys first year too’- in fact Harley should have been playing in the under 10s! 
Harley looked like he had a great time this year and was always keen to have a go, especially with the ball in his hand. Harley has a 
natural bowling action and I think he could be a great bowler with some more hard work. Harley is lovely young fellow and I had great fun 
coaching him. Imagine what he can do next year against boys his own age!  
Charlie 
Another first timer and one of my sons in this team.  Charlie is a good all-round cricketer, he can bat, bowl and field very well. He also 
showed great concentration and rarely threw his wicket away.Charlie played some great innings throughout the season and was one of 
the most consistent players with both the bat and the ball. I know Charlie enjoyed his first season and I hope it’s the first of many more. 
Charlie will move onto the under 14s next season where I know he will do well. 
Tom P 
Also Toms first season, and my other son. Tommy did well and was very solid in defence with the bat.Much of my skills coaching with the 
bat was about defence for these boys and Tommy was one of best in that regard. Towards the end of the season he started to relax and 
play more attacking shots and it was great to watch his repertoire grow.  Tom also did well with the ball, he was very consistent with his 
bowling and always managed to jag a few wickets.  
Nixon 
This was Nixon’s first season and I can’t commend him enough for the effort this boy put into his cricket.  Nix struggled a bit with his action 
early on but never gave up!  He was tenacious in trying to achieve his goal and to his credit it payed off.  Nixon is the definition of hard 
work and I can only say that with his work ethic he will go far at whatever he does in the future.  Nixon is a polite boy and played the game 
like a gentlemen.  Nix was a pleasure to coach and I hope he keeps on with the game for years to come. 
Declan, 
I don’t think Declan knows how tough he is! Declan is a great kid, very smart and was also a pleasure to coach.There was a game before 
Christmas where we were short a few players and we needed our batsmen to stay in longer than the standard ten overs.It was a hot and 
humid day and I just asked him to hold his wicket and rotate the strike.  Incredibly he did this for 20 overs! It was, in my mind, the best 
innings of the year.  He found it rather tough and invariably slow going. But he hung in there until he couldn’t bear it any longer and I 
retired him.To me it showed great mental toughness, physical grit and that’s a rare quality.I was proud of Declan for hanging in there for 
his team mates for such a long time. 
Lorelei 
Lorelei is an extremely polite,well spoken young lady that was never afraid to ask why?Full of maturity, Lorelei showed great leadership 
throughout the season. She felt most at home behind the stumps and was another one who is solid in defence with the bat.  I remember in 
one of early games when I retired her after the standard 10 overs how proud she was of that achievement.Hopefully she will continue on 
with the game, blaze some trails and set positive examples for more young female cricketers coming through the ranks. Well done on a 
solid season. 
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Cohen 
Cohen is another quite achiever, he too showed potential this year across the park. Bowling and fielding were certainly his strength and 
he managed to take a few wickets throughout the season.Cohen always tried his best and listened to my advice. I could see a lot of 
improvement in Cohen through the course of the season. Hopefully we will see him back next year. 
Tom C 
Tom is a good solid cricketer, another one of the boys who you could depend on to get the job done without any fuss.  Tom is a good all-
rounder and even showed great potential with the gloves.Unfortunately, Tom injured his foot and missed the majority of the 2017 side of 
the draw.We certainly missed him and hope to see him back again next year. 
Joe 
Mr Natural! Joe had only played a handful of games in the previous season and joined our team late in the season. Joe is a natural 
cricketer, very strong with a great throwing arm, and has great hand-eye coordination. You name it, he could do it.He showed great 
humility amongst his peers and always encouraged.Joe managed to top score in the last two games and bowled without any luck. I can’t 
count the times his deliveries missed the stumps by only millimetres.I’m sure you will be hearing about this young fellow in the future. 
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Coach: Tony Neale& Matt Berkley 

Manager: Peter Smithson 

 

Season 2016-17 coaching this team has been the highlight of my coaching tenure here at the club. Each and every player contributed to 

the overall success we enjoyed as a team this season. The Minor Premiership, dominating our opponents at different stages, and the 

fighting spirit we showed in the final,culminate to the pride I feel for the privilege of coaching these boys. It would have been easy to 

highlight individual performances of brilliance shown on the cricket field by each player throughout the season, but I am most proud of the 

way the boys gelled as a team and played for each other. Each player in the side also showed that they are on their way to becoming 

great cricketers. Every single member of this team improved at least one aspect of their game. Patience and maturity aren’t words you 

would normally associate with a 13 or 14 year old boy, but these boys constantly showed wisdom beyond their years whether they had 

the bat or ball in hand. Every player knew what was expected of them, executed it to the best of their ability, along the way earning the 

right to be a champion team. Off the field, the parents made this season one of the best. To all of the parents who took on the scoring, 

drove to the game and training, and sat to cheer on the team, we the players, coaches and manager thank you.Without your support, the 

team would not have enjoyed the successes that we did. On behalf of the players and parents, I would also like to thank Matt Berkley for 

donating his time to Monday night training and any games he could attend when not standing as an Association umpire. In the twenty plus 

years I have been involved in coaching, this is by far the best TEAMI have been lucky enough to be involved with. Thank You All for 

making season 2016-17 one that will stay with me for a very long time. 

 

Tony Neale  
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Coach: Adam Lloyd 

Manager : Sharlene Milmlow 

What a season from this incredible team!  Whilst we saw great individual performances throughout the year, it was what the boys 
managed to do as a team that took us to the final and ultimately the Premiership!   

We had times through the season where we struggled to get a team on the field due to injuries, holidays etc.  Whether we had 6 players 
or 12 at the game, the boys stepped up every game to finish the well deserving Minor Premiers and securing an elusive spot in the Grand 
Final. 

For some players in the team, this was not their first experience in a final but it was their first as a Premiership team.  Congratulations 
boys on your fantastic season and you should all be very proud.   

Whilst the cricket performances is one thing, I would also like to acknowledge the boys on their behaviour and attitude. Our team 
comprised of some veterans to the game, one returning from a spell and 2 who had never played before.  They were a team of fine young 
men who supported each other on and off the field which contributed to their success. 

There were several nail biting finishes throughout the year, often coming down to the final over for the winning run or taking the final 
wicket.  The Final was no exception! There were a bunch of nervous parents from both teams on the sideline going into the last few overs.  
Gymea Bay were trying to break the Como Jannali partnerships to secure their last few wickets.  No one envied the role of the scorers as 
every run and sundry was going to count in this game! 

Going into the last over, we needed one more wicket and Como needed 18 runs. It came down to the second last ball when the final 
wicket was taken, a moment our boys (and parents) will never forget.  There is no doubt that the two best teams in the competition were in 
the Final and Como Jannali were formidable opponents throughout the season.  

So our amazing team this year comprised of: 

Zac Whetters:Zac had a fantastic season with both the bat and ball.  Our opening batsman he helped pour on plenty of runs throughout 
the season with the highlight being an outstanding 95, unfortunately falling just short of 100. Zac also bowled with great pace throughout 
the season sending fear into the opposition batsmen. This lead to Zac winning the bowling average, well done. 

Lachie Milmlow:Lachie was our other opening batsman and had a strong season with the bat and gloves.  The highlight of his season 
was scoring his inaugural century in superb style finishing 101*.  Lachie’s bowling was tight and he was very unlucky to not snag more 
wickets.  Lachie stepped up to share the keeping duties in the second half of the season and in the Final.  He was very handy with the 
gloves taking several catches and minimising sundries. 
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Sam Colburt:Returning to the game, Sam was our dominant number 3, plundering runs all season. Sam scored our first hundred for the 
season scoring a very classy unbeaten 126. He then backed this up the next time we faced this team with another brilliant 94 before 
unfortunately being given run out. Sam scored almost 400 runs for the year and deservedly won both the batting awards. Great effort 
Sam, well done. 

Luke Mecham:Luke had a great year with both bat and ball. Luke scored 300 runs at 42 for the season, including several 50’s. At times 
he could be destructive with the bat, scoring at great pace. Luke also bowled both pace and off spin, which claimed him 7 wickets 
throughout the season. Being a jack of all trades he also helped out with keeping duties 

Ryan Camfield:Ryan’s leg spin has come a very long way and was outstanding this season. Ryan bowled with great flight and 
consistency throughout the year and troubled the batsmen all season. At times the opposition simply didn’t know how to get bat on ball. 
Showing how consistent and accurate he was he took out the bowling aggregate and fell just short of winning the average for the season 
also. When given opportunity with the bat he didn’t let us down either and it was great to see Ryan score his inaugural 50 also topping it 
off with a red ink. 

Nathan Lloyd:Nathan had a great season in all disciplines of the game. Nathan bowled with great pace throughout the year claiming 9 
wickets. He also shared the keeping responsibilities keeping it tight. While Nathan was solid with the bat throughout the season the 
highlight was his innings at Woronora heights where in partnership with Zac they put on 83 for the last wicket and finished with 35* for a 
come from behind win against the then second placed Engadine. 

Aiden Ponzio:Aiden was a solid contributor throughout the season. Aiden’s highlight with the bat was scoring 21 against St Pats. Aiden’s 
bowling was also tight throughout the season, an example of this was bowling 4 maidens in a row. 

Josh Harrison:Josh had another great year with the ball, bowling with great consistency and pace throughout the season. Josh was often 
called upon to open the bowling which he did with great success. Josh saved his best performance with the ball for the most important 
game of the season, capturing two crucial wickets in the final, breaking two Como partnerships. 

Layson Cooper:Layson was a solid contributor with both bat and ball throughout the season. Layson claimed 6 wickets at 13 for the 
season through bowling tight lines and length. He also contributed with the bat scoring an invaluable 19 not out against St Pats to help us 
claim victory 

Ben Hawksworth:This was Ben’s first season of cricket. It was great to watch Ben develop in all facets of the game throughout the 
season. There was no one who tried harder in the field than Ben and had a great pair of hands. It was great to see Ben capture 5 scalps 
with the ball.  
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James Walker:James joined the team in round 3 as a late addition with an immediate impact. James has always performed well with the 
ball but his biggest improvement this year was with his batting. It was great to see James score 42 against Bangor. However highlights 
are quite often not seen in the scorebook and that can be said with our game against Engadine. After a massive collapse James managed 
to dig in for an extended period of play to ensure we lived to fight the following week. This was a great testament to James as a cricketer 
and the patience he displayed that game showed what he is capable of 

Jack Manson: Like Ben, this was Jacks first season of cricket. It was also great to see Jack develop throughout the season, especially 
with the ball. Jack claimed 3 wickets throughout the season. However what was great to see was Jacks enthusiasm for the game, which 
rubs off on the rest of the team and makes jack a great addition to any team. 

On behalf of Adam and myself, I would like to thank a bunch of outstanding young men who’s behaviour, dedication and enthusiasm for 
the game made it a very enjoyable season and a pleasure to coach, manage and umpire.   

To all of the parents, thank you for all of your support and help throughout the season. I greatly appreciate everyone’s efforts and 
willingness to take their turn at scoring.  I know one or two of you prayed for rain on your week and for some your prayers were answered 
(lol).   

Last but not least I would also like to thank my hubby Grant who not only deciphered the score book each week he covered Adam when 
he was away. 

So that’s a wrap for the season, see you all at trials in July (which will be here before we know it!) 

Sharlene  
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Coach – Robert Ivanovski & Darren Wadhera 
Manager – Lindsay Hoare 
 
The 14Ds were a really great bunch of kids, they play the game in good spirit and had a lot of fun on and off the field, always encouraging 
and supporting each other. They tried hard week in week out, and every one of them made great individual contributions during the year, 
setting personal bests with the bat or ball. As a team they won a couple of games and were always competitive.  Many of the players in 
the side are young and they will come through strongly next year. 

William was the keeper of choice during the season, making the position his own. He took 4 catches as keeper and by the end of season 
it was a surprise when a ball got through him for a bye. He is a strong attacking bat and made a top score of 30 not out. 

John bowled really well all year, with good pace and accuracy. He picked up 7 wickets and always looked dangerous. 

Shavinda was a bundle of enthusiasm who showed great determination with both bat and ball. His bowling improved significantly during 
the year to become more consistent, seeing him pick up several wickets. 

Luke showed himself to be a very capable and dependable bat. He made 198 runs for the season with a highest score of 53 not out and 
thoroughly deserved to be named as best batsman for the season.  

Lincoln was a model of consistency and economy with the ball, going for just 95 runs off 38 overs, taking 7 wickets in the process.  He has 
a good sound bowling action, delivers the ball with pace, and hits the seam. He will take a lot more wickets in future years. 

Sam pitched in for a few games during the year. It was his first time playing the game and he showed that he has a good bowling 
technique and eye with the bat. 

Max batted really well all year, often opening or going in at 3.  He had several scores above 20 with a top score of 32. He made a great 
contribution in the field, taking several good, difficult catches and a couple of run outs. 

Charlie was fantastic all year. He started the year well with the bat, making his highest score of 22 when the team desperately needed it in 
the very first game. He took 7 wickets as a bowler and also made a great contribution in the field with 3 catches and 2 run outs.  

Corey led the bowling attack, ending up with 13 wickets at an average of 10.  He proved himself adept at both pace and spin bowling 
during the year, always bowling with accuracy and intent. Corey was dangerous with the bat, scoring 111 runs with a top score of 31, and 
took 7 catches in close. Corey was the standout bowler in the side. 
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Angus played hard all year and made some great contributions when they mattered, notably batting tenaciously through the final overs to 
stave off outright defeat on one occasion. 

Ayden had some good success in the season and deserved every bit of it. His attitude and endeavour were excellent, always positive, 
always trying.  He took 7 wickets and bowled consistently well week in week out, as well as recording a top score of 19 with the bat. 

Riley played hard all year, making it hard for the opposition to get him out with the bat, and bowling with good line and length. He picked 
up several wickets when they mattered. 

Jeevan bowled with consistency, and batted with enterprise. He made 141 runs during the season with a top score of 31, getting his runs 
with dash and flair and displaying a sound technique. 

Lindsay Hoare 
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Coach : Darrell Mann 
Manager : Phil Cowan 
 
It was a season where the team dominated in nearly every game in the regular season being undefeated after 10 games and were hot 
favourites going into the final. This favouritism quickly vanished when the team was 3-1 and then 3-16 after 20 overs. A captain’s innings 
by Matty Staples (91no) which was well supported by Gerard (29) and some valuable late wicket partnerships from Matt Cowan, Michael 
and Mihit set a competitive score. The team then set up the win with a strong fielding effort lead by Matt Magee with the ball (3-11 from 10 
overs including 5 straight maiden overs) and supported by Aidan, Matty S, Jake A and an important catch by Blake saw the team to a 34 
run victory and well deserving Premiership. 

The team throughout the season bowled, batted and fielded exceptionally well but the success was built on playing as a team. It was 
great to see everyone enjoying playing the game and encouraging each other. 

Highlights 

Batting 

It’s not often you see a century, this year we had three. Dylan’s maiden century of 104 against St Pats in round 3 was backed up with 
another one, scoring 110 against Caringbah in round 6. Matty Staples also scored his maiden century. It was a blazing 100no off 24 overs 
against Illawong. 

Other memorable innings: Blake had a number of quick fire innings at the start of the season to get the team off to a flying start. Matt 
Cowan 41 against Bosco. Matt Magee consistent solid batting with highest score of 48 and a season average of 40. Gerard’s pair of 50s 
with a top score of 56no against Como. 

Bowling 

The team’s bowling was its strength and this definitely was a team effort. It's not often you have 9 bowlers all averaging under 10 for the 
season. Standout inning was the dismissal of Illawong in round 4 for 10 runs. This innings included the spectacular figures of 4-0 by Mihit 
off 7 balls including a hat-trick. During the season Matty Staples led the way with an impressive 32 wickets. Every team member 
contributed to the bowling attack with the pace attack of Matt Magee, Mihit, Blake, Aidan & Gerard often getting the team off to a good 
start with quick wickets. When we went to our middle inning bowlers - Michael, Jake A, Tom, Dylan & Jake B – who were able to get the 
important break-through when needed.  
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Fielding 

This was the best I have seen a junior team field. It was rare to see a dropped catch and there were some classic catches up there with 
the best. Dylan led the way in the field and we could always rely on the enthusiasm of Michael & vocal cord of Blake to keep the energy 
levels high. Matt Cowan was safe behind the stumps and had a standout game in the final when it was needed. 

With this being the last junior season for a number of the boys it was a great way to finish. Well done to you all. 

On behalf or Darrell and myself, it’s always a pleasure to coach and manage the team. Special thanks to Neil, Michelle, Rory & Paul for 
your assistance throughout the year. 

Phil Cowan 
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16C Gymea Caringbah 
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Coach: Richard Gifford 
Manager: Leigh-Ann Campbell 
 
The 16Cs were a combined team from Gymea Bay and Caringbah Sports. Unfamiliar territory for all of us, we looked ahead at the season 
with a mixture of excitement and trepidation, wondering how it would all work out and how the boys from two different clubs would get on.  

Our first training session was a bit like the first day at high school. The boys stayed close to those they knew. Then, slowly, the two groups 
began to mix and before long new friendships were being made. 

It didn’t take long for the team to really bond. In an exciting first match, that went down to the last ball (thanks to an overly generous 
declaration by the coach), the boys staved off an outright defeat by 1 run. During this tense finish, these two teams became one and so 
they remained for the rest of the season. 

We finished the comp in third place. An outside chance at making the finals in the final match of the season, our hopes were dashed by 
rain on the last day.The highlight of the season was an outright victory after only scoring 120 in the first innings. Rolling the opposition for 
47 in 26 overs, with 7 different wicket takers, was our best performance with the ball. 

Our strength was definitely our bowling. The quicks all bowled fast and with great control. Our tweakers bamboozled the opponents 
batsman and made the difficult art look surprisingly easy. Leading wicket takers were Brad (9), Josh (8), Callan (7) and Zac (7). It was 
also great to see chief moral officer, Isaac, chime in with 5 scalps as well. 

On our day our batting could match it with the comp leaders. However, at times,a lack confidence and belief stood in the way of us 
achieving our potential with the willow. Brad, our leading run scorer, top scored with an excellent 74. Brandt, our other leading run scorer, 
was rock solid at the top of the order. Ryan, Chris, Josh and Callan all chipped in with important runs. Sam was dependable with the bat 
and was involved in several important late innings partnerships. His effort to scramble 3 runs of the last ball of the innings was remarkable 
effort considering thatIsaac had only hit the ball to first slip, 3m from the stumps! 

In the field, Sebastian and Chris bothshone, with 6 catches. Will and Adam claimed 3 each. Will also kept wickets along with Brandt and 
Sebastian. All three were tidy behind the stumps. 

I’d like to thank all the boys for their efforts throughout the season. They all displayed great spirit and sportsmanship on and off the field. 
I’d also like to thank our faithful band of supporters who turned up each week to help out with scoring, umpiring and cheering on the boys. 

Richard Gifford 
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Office Bearers 
Season PRESIDENT Vice PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER 
1952/53 Edward H Robinson Stan Neilson George Bray George Bray 
1953/54 Edward H Robinson K Bell George Bray George Bray 
1954/55 Edward H Robinson C P Johnston George Bray George Bray 
1955/56 Edward H Robinson Cyril Nott George Bray George Bray 
1956/57 Edward H Robinson Lou Watts George Bray Jim Fraser 
1957/58 Edward H Robinson Ken Jackson George Bray Jim Fraser 
1958/59 Edward H Robinson Lou Watts Doug Bray Ron Evans 
1959/60 Edward H Robinson R J Evans Doug Bray Ron Evans 
1960/61 Edward H Robinson Jim Fraser Keith Collis Ron Evans 
1961/62 Fred Quested Jim Fraser Keith Collis Lyall Austin 
1962/63 Fred Quested Barry Austin Keith Collis Lyall Austin 
1963/64 Fred Quested Keith Collis Bruce Boxsell Lyall Austin 
1964/65 Frank Pettigrove Doug Graddon Bruce Boxsell Lyall Austin 
1965/66 Frank Pettigrove Doug Graddon Bruce Boxsell Lyall Austin 
1966/67 Lou Watts Doug Graddon Bruce Boxsell Lyall Austin 
1967/68 Lou Watts Doug Graddon Bruce Boxsell Michael MacMahon 
1968/69 Frank Pettigrove Doug Graddon Bruce Boxsell Alan Grover 
1969/70 Frank Pettigrove Doug Graddon Phillip Forndran Alan Grover 
1970/71 Frank Pettigrove Lance Handley Phillip Forndran Alan Grover 
1971/72 Lance Handley Noel Fouracre Barry Austin Doug Graddon 
1972/73 Lance Handley Noel Fouracre Barry Austin RegGasnier 
1973/74 Lance Handley Noel Allen Barry Austin Noel Fouracre 
1974/75 Lance Handley Noel Allen Barry Austin Noel Fouracre 
1975/76 Lance Handley Noel Allen Barry Austin Noel Fouracre 
1976/77 Lance Handley Noel Allen Garry Rasmussen Noel Fouracre 
1977/78 Lance Handley Noel Allen Garry Rasmussen Noel Fouracre 
1978/79 Lance Handley Noel Allen Geoff Berry Noel Fouracre 
1979/80 Lance Handley Noel Allen David Thwaites Noel Fouracre 
1980/81 Lance Handley Noel Allen David Thwaites Noel Fouracre 
1981/82 Craig Regan Alan Craston David Thwaites Richard James 
1982/83 Alan Craston Col Mason David Thwaites Richard James 
1983/84 Alan Craston Col Mason David Thwaites Richard James 
1984/85 Alan Craston Col Mason Keith Phillipson Graeme Thornley 
1985/86 Alan Craston Col Mason Keith Phillipson Graeme Thornley 
1986/87 Alan Craston Col Mason Keith Phillipson Graeme Thornley 
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Season PRESIDENT Vice PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER 
1987/88 Alan Craston Col Mason Keith Phillipson Graeme Thornley 
1988/89 Keith Phillipson Col Mason Bob Taylor Graeme Thornley 
1989/90 Keith Phillipson Graeme Thornley Bob Taylor Mark Cupitt 
1990/91 Graeme Thornley Keith Phillipson Bob Taylor Mark Cupitt 
1991/92 Graeme Thornley Keith Phillipson Peter Hamilton Graham MacNamara 
1992/93 Graeme Thornley Keith Phillipson Peter Hamilton Graham MacNamara 

1993/94 Graeme Thornley Keith Phillipson Peter Hamilton Graham MacNamara 

1994/95 Graeme Thornley Peter Hamilton Don McInnes Graham MacNamara 

1995/96 Graeme Thornley Peter Hamilton Don McInnes Graham MacNamara 

1996/97 Peter Hamilton Anthony Neale Don McInnes Graham MacNamara 

1997/98 Peter Hamilton Anthony Neale Don McInnes Graham MacNamara 

1998/99 Peter Hamilton Anthony Neale Michael Fleming Graham MacNamara 

1999/00 Anthony Neale Joe Treacy Michael Fleming Graham MacNamara 

2000/01 Anthony Neale Joe Treacy Michael Fleming Graham MacNamara 
2001/02 Anthony Neale Anthony Dale Peter Conwell Joe Treacy 
2002/03 Anthony Neale Michael Fleming Anthony Dale Joe Treacy 
2003/04 Michael Fleming Mitchell Ottaway Joe Treacy Karen Hobman 
2004/05 Michael Fleming Mitchell Ottaway Joe Treacy Karen Hobman 
2005/06 Graeme Thornley Mitchell Ottaway Andrea Handley Karen Hobman 
2006/07 Graeme Thornley Brad Saunders Andrea Handley Davyd Berry 
2007/08 Graeme Thornely Greg Hallman Andrea Handley Davyd Berry 
2008/09 Alan Monaghan Greg Hallman Anne Zuber Andrea Handley 
2009/10 Alan Monaghan Greg Hallman Belinda Rayment Andrea Handley 
2010/11 Alan Monaghan Jim Harding Andrea Handley Grant Allen 
2011/12 Anthony Neale Michael Bartels Wayne Orrell Grant Allen 
2012/13 Anthony Neale Jim Harding Kevin McGrath Grant Allen 
2013/14 Anthony Neale Col Hobman Kevin McGrath Grant Allen 
2014/15 Anthony Neale Col Hobman Kevin McGrath Glynis McLaughlin 
2015/16 Kevin McGrath Col Hobman John Robb Glynis McLaughlin 
2016/17 Kevin McGrath Kathy Staples John Robb Oscar Araujo 
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Sponsors 
 

 


